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Small Works
Guest Curated by Heather Darcy Bhandari

“Looking through one thousand images 
was a dream-come-true, until I had to 
eliminate well over 900 of them. This was
not my first time at the rodeo, but editing,
shaping, and finalizing an exhibition is
never an easy process. So many works 
have merit and any exhibition can take countless directions. Many of the artists who received 
rejections had several works flagged until the final round, when imagery, themes, and techniques 
began to appear in dialogue, taking me in a direction I had not previously anticipated. There 
is no overarching theme aside from the fact that the pieces spoke to me and began to speak 
to each other after countless rounds of viewing. In the end, I chose works that made me ask 
questions, look at media, read titles, and want to know more. I longed to see them in person 
and they begged to hang next to one another.”   - Heather Darcy Bhandari, Guest Curator

Participating Artists:
Brandy Bajalia - George Belcher - Caroline Board - Greg Burak

Emily Burns - Jessica Cannon - Melissa Capasso - Noor Chadha
Cecile Chong - Sarah Comfort - Jaynie Crimmins - Elliot Deal
Mark Dustin - Rina Dweck - Lauren Gidwitz - Carly Glovinski

Antonietta Grassi - Jane Lafarge Hamill - Terence Hannum - Fukuko Harris
Cory Imig - Sara Jones - Owen Karrel - Annika Klein - Amanda Konishi

Heidi Leitzke - Keith Lemley - Jeanette Levy - Taylor Loftin
Mary Malcolm - Maess - Mark Mann - Max Manning - Tali Margolin
Ayumi Matsuba - Taryn McMahon - Laura Mosquera - Sidney Mullis

Alexis Neider - Janet Olney - Ryan Oskin - Peter Patchen - Jessica Perelman
Victor Perez - Mel Prest - Kaveri Raina - James Rose - Annette Rusin

Seth Scantlen - Jenine Shereos - Sophia Sobers - Travis Southworth - Raphael Fenton Spaid
Marcy Sperry - Todd Stong - Mike Tan - Ann Tarantino - Scott Teplin

Zipporah Camille Thompson - Barbara Campbell Thomas - Victoria Tinsley - Rachel Walker
Ripley Whiteside - Julia Whitney Barnes  - Curtis Widem - Quay Quinn Wolf - Jack Wood

Victor Perez, “Touchscreen”, 2016, dyed fabric and canvas assemblage
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Source: http://www.timesledger.com/stories/2014/48/art_2014_11_28_q.html  

Crossing Art Gallery teams with Queens Library to show diversity through art 

By Tammy Scileppi  

December 3, 2014 

 
Photo courtesy Antonietta Grassi 

Antonietta Grassi‟s piece “Disconnect” 

 is part of “The View Over Here: Constructing  

Cultural Identity” at the Crossing Art Gallery in Flushing.  

Queens Library has teamed up with Flushing‟s Crossing Art Gallery for an 

exhibition of international artworks to celebrate the uniqueness and 

continuity of Queens‟ communities.  

“The View Over Here: Constructing Cultural Identity” exhibit is composed 

of pieces that range from paintings and videos to installations and 

photography, on view now at the gallery through Dec. 13. 

“From a pool of national and international artists, our jurors selected eight artists whose work not only reflected 

our belief that art can serve as a cultural unifier, but that art can inspire others to have a deeper understanding of 

other cultures,” said Rebecca O‟Malley, Crossing Art Gallery manager.  

The judges — John Hatfield, executive director of Socrates Sculpture Park; Larissa Harris, curator at Queens 

Museum; and Catherine Lee, Queens Library Foundation board member — selected three artists to display their 

works at the Queens Library Foundation gala, which will be held at the Queens Museum in the spring.  

“From arts institutions to libraries, the exploration and celebration of cultural identity is part of the fabric of 

Queens,” said Hatfield. “Many of the artists we considered are producing compelling work on the topic, and I 

was pleased that Kyoung Eun Kang‟s „Islands‟ was selected, whose video art exemplifies the struggle, grace, 

courage, and balance one may experience navigating multiple identities and cultures in our wonderfully diverse 

society.”  

Along with Brooklyn-based Kang, the two other finalists picked were Rumi Hara, also from Brooklyn, and 

Antonietta Grassi from Quebec. 

Kang, whose work was part of a group exhibition at Socrates Sculpture Park in 2011, said she was excited to be 

part of Crossing Art‟s “The View Over Here” exhibition. 

“I create, not wishing to manipulate the outcome, but to provide a transformative experience, which is open-

ended,” said Kang. “I hope to capture the subtle beauty of human encounters and growth, embracing dynamic 

actions that resonate in the human experience, such as walking, breathing, eating and gathering.” 

Kang explained that most of her video works are filmed in a variety of outdoor environments, including New 

York City parks, Korean river basins and remote, isolated lighthouses. She will often place objects related to her 

Korean childhood alongside New York scenes in order to prompt question heritage, culture and family.  
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Grassi has been exhibiting her creations in Canada and Europe since the 1990s, and now her edgy pieces are on 

display at Crossing Art Gallery. 

“My current work, which borders on abstraction and representation, references skewed architectural structures 

to reflect a shaky, unstable reality,” she said. “I derive my imagery by combining logic and intuition, embracing 

dynamic interactions between chaos and order, spillage and containment. Despite the work‟s structural 

references, very little is planned, and much is left to chance.” 

Hara said she felt honored to have her work featured in this show that should shed light on cultural identity from 

different viewpoints.  

“Queens is a unique place, with so much energy, and I was inspired and encouraged, not only by meeting the 

people involved in the exhibition, but also by exploring the neighborhood of Flushing,” she said.  

Born in Kyoto, Japan, Hara eventually moved to Atlanta. Through her project titled “Borderland,” the artist said 

she wanted to “collect and communicate the forgotten or hidden memories in coastal Georgia, and to more 

deeply understand my experience there as an Asian person.”  

She did all the research and image-making while living and studying in Savannah from September 2012 to 

August 2014. 

Integrating watercolor illustrations, hand-inked comics, and photographs, Hara‟s project tells a story and 

documents the present landscapes of the Sea Islands along the Georgia coast. “The story follows the migration 

of the endangered right whales, revisits the memory of slavery, and incorporates the African-American folklore 

from the region.”  

Since moving and traveling have been an important part of her life since childhood, Hara said she‟s particularly 

interested in “memories that make a place special, all the real and imagined stories that connect people and 

cultivate a sense of belonging.” 

Crossing Art and the Queens Library both believe that art can indeed serve as a cultural unifier and that building 

upon this common ground can heal wounded or distant relationships, and also promote new affiliations and 

stronger communities.  

A Queens Library representative said, “The exhibition seeks to view aesthetic expression through an 

international lens, highlighting the interactions of nationalities, and expounding upon the use of art as a way of 

expressing one‟s origins.”  

IF YOU GO 

“The View Over Here” 

When: Through Dec. 13 

Where: Crossing Art Gallery, 136-17 39th Ave., Flushing  

Contact: (212) 359-4333 

Website: www.crossingart.com  
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